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ZEYNEP OKTAY USLU

THE ŞAṬḤİYYE OF YŪNUS EMRE AND ḲAYĠUSUZ ABDĀL:
THE CREATION OF A VERNACULAR ISLAMIC  

 TRADITION IN TURKISH

New perspectives in the study of classical texts criticize an essentialist 
approach to textual production and edition, stressing the importance of the 
material matrix and social context of a text in establishing its meaning. 
Accordingly, “the truth of art – and philology – lies not within the artefact 
itself but in its relationship to its context of production.”1 This context 
also includes the dynamic relationships with readers belonging to inter-
pretive communities which can be both simultaneous and successive. 

In this sense, perhaps the greatest mistake of narratives regarding the 
emergence of Anatolian Turkish as a literary medium was that of reading 
early Anatolian Turkish texts as they would be read in a modern Turkish 
interpretive community. Thus was born a nationalist framework which pos-
ited the emergence of Anatolian Turkish as a struggle to win precedence 
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over Persian and Arabic.2 As I will discuss below, the emergence of a 
vernacular Islamic tradition was also interpreted among similar lines, 
always linked to a “pre-existing” national identity.

One area of research which brought these two narratives together was 
the emergence of Alevism, currently the second largest religious denomi-
nation in Turkey.3 The history of Alevi piety is embodied in the large 
corpus of works known under the title of “Alevi-Bektashi literature,” with 
its own multitude of genres, terminology and symbolism, as well as its 
own aesthetic conventions. Though largely unstudied and unedited, the 
formation of this corpus is in fact vital for our understanding of the devel-
opment of vernacular religious tradition in Anatolia. Our knowledge of 
the religious conceptions of early Anatolian Muslims, still in its infancy, 
is largely centered on the textual production of the urban elite. Important 
exceptions to this are the early texts of dervish piety, which display a 
range of dynamics showing how religious groupings are formed and 
defined, and how this relates to the social roles of dervish groups. 

In this paper, I will focus on the poetry of two major figures in the 
establishment of a vernacular mystical tradition in Turkish, Yūnus Emre 
(d. 1320-1[?]) and Ḳayġusuz Abdāl (fl. second half of the 14th- first half 
of the 15th century). Together with figures like Sulṭān Valad (d. 1312), 
῾Āşıḳ Paşa (d.1332) and Gülşehrī (d. after 1317), Yūnus Emre belongs 
to the very first generation of authors who are known to have written 
in Western Turkish, which as a written language can only be traced 
back to the late 13th/early 14th century. While Yūnus Emre is the veritable 
forefather of mystical and lyric poetry in Anatolian Turkish,4 Ḳayġusuz 

2. For an overview of literary production in this era, the development of Old Anatolian 
Turkish as a written language, as well as a detailed critique of the current state of scho-
larship, see Peacock, Yıldız, “Introduction”. 

3. Despite similarities in religious belief with Twelver Shi’ism, attempts to put Alevism 
under this category are entirely inaccurate, due to its unique doctrine and practices, as well 
as its history. Secondly, we should always remember that “Alevism” itself is a modern 
term, which tends to put a multitude of groups with varying beliefs and practices under a 
single category. 

4. Information on Yūnus’ life is scarce and relies heavily on the references in his 
poems as well as legendary tales. For a record indicating his date of death, see Erzi, “Notlar 
ve Vesikalar I”. According to the general opinion, Yūnus was born in an area nearby the 
Sakarya river and lived in the Ṭapduḳ Emre convent located at Emrem Sultan near Nallıhan. 
He donated his land in Sarıköy to the convent. References in his poems indicate that Yūnus 
was a disciple of Ṭapduḳ Emre, who was in turn the disciple of Ṣarı Ṣaltuḳ. There are 
graves attributed to Yūnus in various places in Anatolia as well as in Azerbaijan. Scholars 
agree on the authenticity of the grave in Sarıköy, near Sivrihisar. The oldest copy of his 
Dīvān dates from the 15th century.
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Abdāl is rightly credited as the founder of Alevi-Bektashi literature.5 
Despite its unique character, Ḳayġusuz’s poetry was highly influenced by 
that of Yūnus Emre, in both content and language.6 In one of his poems, 
Ḳayġusuz openly expresses this influence and his effort to find his own 
voice: “Ben kendü sözüm söyleyem şi῾r-i Yūnusı terk idem” (I shall speak 
my own words; I shall stop imitating the poetry of Yūnus). 7

I will analyze the poetry of the two mystics, in particular those belong-
ing to the genre named the şaṭḥiyye,8 from several complementary angles. 
First, I will investigate how this poetry is used in positing a social bound-
ary between the religious elite and the dervish milieu, the latter extend-
ing to the common people, thereby creating a common religious sphere 
between the dervish milieu and their intended public. Secondly, I will 
investigate how this performance of boundaries plays into the creation 
of a literary genre. To this end, I will focus on the creation of the genre 
of the Turkish şaṭḥiyye,9 as different from the classical shaṭḥ, by Yūnus 

5. See Gölpınarlı, Kaygusuz Abdal, p. 10. Several points of reference help us contex-
tualise Ḳayġusuz Abdal’s importance for Bektashi history. Not only was he the first abdāl 
(a kind of antinomian Sufi) to produce major literary works, he was also the first dervish 
known to call himself bektāşī. Ḳayġusuz’s relation to Ḥacı Bektaş (d. ca. 669/1270-71) 
can be traced through his master Abdāl Mūsā, who was a follower (muḥibb) of Ḥacı 
Bektaş’s spiritual daughter, Ḫātūn Ana. According to Bektashi tradition, Ḳayġusuz Abdāl 
initiated the use of the twelve-gored Qalandari cap (tāc). Ḳayġusuz and his master are name 
holders of two of the twelve sheepskin ceremonial seats (pūst) in the Bektashi meydān 
(ceremonial room), linking them to the duties of naḳīb (helper of the mürşid) and ayaḳçı 
(in charge of domestic duties such as cleaning) in the Bektashi ceremony (cem῾). The lodge 
of Ḳayġusuz in Egypt, which continued to exist until 1965, was one of the four Bektashi 
lodges holding the rank of khalīfa. 

6. An examination of the two poems in the appendix reveals that Ḳayġusuz’s poem 
may be a naẓīre (imitation poem) to the one by Yūnus. Compare the sixth couplet in 
Yūnus’s poem with the sixth quatrain in Gölpınarlı’s recension of Ḳayġusuz’s poem, both 
of which include the phrase ‘leylek ḳoduḳ ṭoġurmış’ [the stork gave birth to a donkey foal]; 
see Gölpınarlı, Kaygusuz Abdal, p. 68. With reference to the Sufi teachings of the two 
poets, compare the discussion of different types of intelligence (‘aḳl) in the beginning of 
Ḳayġusuz’s Delīl-i budalā with Yūnus’s discussion of the same topic in the Risāletü’n- 
nuṣḥiyye; see Yūnus Emre, Risâletü’n-Nushiyye, Tatcı ed., p. 48-49; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, 
Delīl-i Budalā, 49-50. 

7. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, Ankara Milli Kütüphane MS. Mil Yz A 7621/2, dated 
920 (1514), fol. 219a. Citations will be made from this copy of the Dīvān unless indicated 
otherwise. For a description of this manuscript as well as a list of its contents see Oktay, 
Mesnevî-i Baba Kaygusuz, p. 11, p. 67.

8. The oldest copy of Yūnus’s poem dates from the year 940 (1540); see Yūnus Emre, 
Yunus Emre Divânı, Tatcı ed., p. 4. Ḳayġusuz’s poems, on the other hand, are found in 
the two oldest copies of his Dīvān, dated 907 (1501-2) and 920 (1514). 

9. I use the word “Turkish” here not as an ethnic term, but as reference to the language 
in which these şaṭḥiyye were unanimously written.
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Emre and his successor Ḳayġusuz Abdāl. The Turkish şaṭḥiyye can be 
defined as a poem which hides a spiritual and social truth under a layer of 
funny, surprising, and seemingly obscure allegorical formulations. I will 
investigate the similarities and differences between the Turkish şaṭḥiyye 
and the classical Islamic genre of the shaṭḥ. I will show how the şaṭḥiyye 
bridges the gap between classical Sufi concepts and genres of folklore 
(at the time oral). I will thus sketch an instance of vernacularization where 
the localization of the dominant literary formation went hand in hand 
with the reappropriation of the local oral idiom. I will demonstrate that 
boundary-making and cultural and religious transfer are complementary 
aspects of the same dynamic, which are highlighted depending on the 
context. 

My larger aim is to offer a context-based, multi-dimensional approach 
which will shed light on the role of dervish piety in the formation of Alevi- 
Bektashi belief and practice, as well as on the dynamics of the emergence 
of a vernacular religious tradition, as it plays out in the Anatolian Turkish 
literary realm. 

THE KÖPRÜLÜ PARADIGM

For most of the 20th century, the Islamization of Anatolia was 
understood largely through the lens of early Republican scholar M. Fuad 
Köprülü. Despite recent critical studies exposing its lack of objectivity,10 
what is now called the “Köprülü paradigm” 11 still holds sway in Turkish 
scholarship. This paradigm relies heavily on a dichotomy between urban 
and rural practices of Islam and credits “rurally based” dervish groups 
with the Islamization of Turkmen tribes. With a nationalist agenda, it aims 
to create a close link between Anatolian Islam and Central Asia through 
the figure of Aḥmad Yasawī (Ahmet Yesevi), and while disregarding 
Anatolia’s ethnic diversity, it constructs a narrative of its religious diver-
sity along Sunni-oriented and nationalist lines. 

Köprülü’s narrative is particularly relevant to the general (mis)under-
standing of the emergence of Alevi groups. According to this narrative, 

10. See Dressler, Writing Religion; Dressler, “How to Conceptualize,” p. 241-260; 
Karakaya-Stump, “The Vefā’iyye,” p. 279-282; DeWeese, Islamization and Native Reli-
gion, p. 17-39; DeWeese, “Foreword.” 

11. See Köprülü, Early Mystics; Köprülü, “Anadolu’da İslamiyet;” Köprülü, “Abdal 
Musa.” The same paradigm was further developed in the works of authors such as Irène 
Mélikoff and Ahmet Yaşar Ocak. 
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the Turkmen tribes who constituted the first Alevis were only partially 
Islamized due to their distance from urban centers and lack of knowledge 
of Arabic and Persian. This led to a syncretic belief system which sub-
sumed their pre-Islamic beliefs under a superficial layer of Islamization. 
The dervish groups credited with semi-Islamizing these Turkmen tribes 
were akin to shamans in Islamic garb. They were the forerunners of the 
Bektashis, the dervish group closely related to the Alevis in belief and 
practice, which became the official Bektashi order in the 16th century. 12

We can summarize the recent critique of this paradigm in the fol-
lowing way: 
1) The works composed by members of these so-called “heterodox” 

dervish groups as well as their religious networks show in fact that 
they were thoroughly Islamized.13 

2) Claims to a strong Yasawī presence among these dervish groups can-
not be corroborated.14 

3) The historical documents held by Alevi families point rather to an 
affiliation to Abu’l-Wafā᾿ Tāj al-῾Ārifīn al-Baghdadī (d. 495/1101 or 
501/1107), a renowned 11th century Sufi of seyyid status.15 Also nota-
ble is the fact that Abu’l-Wafā᾿ was partly Kurdish,16 thus further 
problematizing the general representation of the formation of Alevi 
belief and practice as a phenomenon that primarily took place in the 
Turkmen milieu. 

4) The claimed dichotomy between urban and rural religious practices 
does not hold up to scrutiny.17 
Despite this multi-faceted criticism, scholars have continued to agree 

with Köprülü and his legacy on a fundamental matter: the role of dervish 

12. The nature of the relationship between Alevis and Bektashis, who had similar 
beliefs and practices, has recently been the subject of a body of research. See Karakaya- 
Stump, “Kızılbaş, Bektaşi, Safevi İlişkilerine Dair;” Karakaya-Stump, “The Bektashi 
Convents.” 

13. See Karamustafa, “Early Sufism;” Karamustafa, “Kaygusuz Abdal.” The focus 
on the pre-Islamic heritage in modern scholarship is also due to the fact that this scholar-
ship relies heavily on hagiographies, and not nearly as much on works by the dervishes 
themselves. 

14. See note 10; also see Karamustafa, “Yesevîlik.”
15. See Karakaya-Stump, “The Vefā’iyye;” Ocak, “The Wafā’ī Tarīqa.” The claims 

to the existence of a Sufi order in Abu’l-Wafā᾿s name have been problematized in a recent 
article; see Brack, “Was Ede Bali a Wafā῾ī Shaykh?.” 

16. For the biography of Abu’l-Wafā᾿ see Karakaya-Stump, “Subjects of the Sultan,” 
p. 38-50. 

17. See Yıldırım, “Sunni Orthodox.”
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piety in the formation of Alevi belief and practices. Studies have identified 
dervish piety as displayed by the early Bektashis, Abdāls of Rūm18 and 
other dervish groups as an integral part of what officially became Bek-
tashism in the 16th century.19 In addition, it has been demonstrated that 
the lodge of the Abdāls of Rūm in Karbala, identified as a Bektashi lodge 
in the mid-18th century, served as the primary center of authority for the 
Alevi milieu, in both religious and legal terms, until it was replaced by 
the Bektashi lodge in Kırşehir in the 19th century.20 We can now estimate 
that the particular form of piety displayed today by Alevism and Bektash-
ism began to develop from the 12th or 13th century onwards in parallel 
with the Islamization of Anatolia, and consolidated socially and doctri-
nally in the 15th and 16th centuries.21 

SELF-DIFFERENTIATION FROM REPRESENTATIVES OF RELIGIOUS 
AUTHORITY

One of the less apparent flaws in Köprülü’s conceptual framework is 
his idea of a lack of relationship between “urban” representatives of Islam 
and “rural” tribes, which caused the development of distinct modes of 
piety. Anthropological research suggests that in the creation of religious 
boundaries, interaction, not its absence, plays the main role. The following 
definition of ethnic boundary-making by Fredrik Barth can also be applied 
to religious boundaries. According to Barth, “ethnic distinctions do not 
depend on an absence of social interaction and acceptance, but are quite to 
the contrary often the very foundations on which embracing social systems 
are built.”22 Barth also says that what defines the group is the boundary, 
and not the “cultural stuff” it encloses, thus allowing the boundary to be 
maintained while the “cultural stuff” (in this case units of belief and prac-
tice) may change. This highlights the fact that boundaries are performative 
in nature and that they depend on how they are drawn and expressed by 
actors, both during and after their initial formation. 

The role of boundary-making in the formation of religious identity 
can be exemplified in a multitude of ways throughout the history of Islam. 
The multiple aspects of confession-building in the Ottoman Empire can 

18. See below for further details about this dervish group. 
19. See Karamustafa, God’s Unruly Friends, p. 61-84; Karamustafa, “Kalenders.”
20. See Karakaya-Stump, “The Bektashi Convents.”
21. See Karamustafa, “Aleviliğin Oluşumu.”
22. Barth, “Introduction,” p. 10. 
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also be evaluated in this regard.23 Yet due to the supremacy of the Köprülü 
paradigm throughout the 20th century, instances of collective boundary 
formation in the Anatolian religious landscape were often cast in narratives 
in which charismatic leaders gained a following among simple folk through 
messianist propaganda. This perspective served to overshadow, and not 
highlight, the points of contact between different religious groups. 

In our context, as in any other, literature plays a prominent role in 
group formation. As Sheldon Pollock puts it, “it is in part from acts of 
reading, hearing, performing, reproducing, and circulating literary and 
political texts that social groups come to produce themselves and under-
stand themselves as groups.”24 There is an intimate link between the 
emergence of Anatolian Turkish as a literary language and the forma-
tion of distinct modes of piety in Anatolia and the Balkans. This is due to 
the central role of dervish groups in both processes. According to Pollock, 
“choosing a language for literary and political text production implies 
affiliating with an existing sociotextual community or summoning such 
a community into being.”25 In this context, what was summoned into being 
was a religious community which became the foundation on which later 
Alevi belief and ritual was built. 

The case of Anatolian Turkish differs from Pollock’s portrayal of ver-
nacularization in South Asia where the royal court is the only place where 
literarization occurs. In his Between Two Worlds, Cemal Kafadar often 
underlines the mobility and fluidity of both identities and power struc-
tures in the frontier culture of Anatolia. This is evident in the literature 
of the dervish milieu where, as Cemal Kafadar explains, hagiographies 
and warrior epics “operated on the basis of a dualism of us against them 
while recognizing that the boundaries of those two spheres are constantly 
being redrawn.”26 This dualism was not only between Christianity and 
Islam, but also between the dervish milieu and the dānişmends (school-
men) and religious scholars.27 As we will see, for both Yūnus Emre and 
Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, group formation through the act of promulgating their 
religious message in written Turkish entailed positing a boundary between 
themselves and the religious elite, defined as power holders. These bound-
aries were performed and negotiated in the realm of literature. 

23. See Terzioğlu, “Ottoman Sunnitization;” Krstić, Contested Conversions to Islam. 
24. Pollock, The Language of the Gods, p. 28. 
25. Ibid., p. 27. 
26. Kafadar, Between Two Worlds, p. 72. 
27. Ibid., p. 110. 
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Perhaps the best-known Anatolian Turkish mystic of all time, Yūnus 
Emre’s various politically charged portrayals in present-day Turkey can 
be misleading.28 Contrary to the mutually antagonistic attempts to por-
tray him as either “orthodox” or “unorthodox”, this period in Anatolian 
religious history was not marked by a fully established orthodoxy.29 Yet 
this did not prevent a certain level of hostility towards dervish circles 
by the representatives of institutionalized Islam. Allegations of infidelity 
directed at Yūnus’s community in his era were quite severe.30 Yūnus’s 
poetry shows plenty of instances where this hostility is reciprocated, 
albeit always in a mystical context. He frequently distances himself from 
representatives of religious authority, and criticizes a purely legalistic 
view of religion: 

Ḥaḳīḳat bir deñizdür şerī῾at anuñ gemisi 31

Çoḳlar gemiden çıkup deñize ṭalmadılar
The truth is a sea, religious law is its boat
Many have failed to leave the boat to dive 

into the sea
Bular geldi ṭapuya şerī a̔t ṭutdı ṭurur 

İçerü girübeni ne varın bilmediler

They came in [God’s] presence but reli-
gious law kept them bound

Upon walking in they failed to recognize 
where they were

Dört kitābı şerḫiden ῾āṣīdür ḥaḳīḳatde

Zīre tefsīr oḳuyup ma῾nīsin bilmediler

Those who comment on the four books 
are in truth sinners

For they read commentaries without know-
ing their meaning32

28. For a discussion of this matter see Ocak, “Yunus Emre,” p. 183-198. Among the 
various editions of Yūnus’s Dīvān, I will rely on the one by Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı; see 
Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, Gölpınarlı ed. 

29. See Kafadar, Between Two Worlds, p. 71-76. Kafadar’s use of the term “metadoxy” 
to express this period’s case of being beyond doxies has been widely accepted among aca-
demics critical of the Köprülü paradigm. Furthermore, in this period, as Devin DeWeese 
underlines for the same period in Inner Asia, we need to distinguish Sufi communities, 
“marked […] by organizational patterns based on local and regional traditions and shrines, 
on hereditary lineages of shaykhs, or on the individual charisma of particular teachers […], 
from the actual Sufi ṭarīqahs organized around specific silsilahs and conscious of themselves 
as distinct spiritual communities based upon a particular ‘way’ of doctrine.” (DeWeese, 
Islamization in the Golden Horde, p. 139). We thus need to understand the mystics of this 
period, including Yūnus Emre and Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, not as representatives of the various 
ṭarīqahs which appropriate them later on, but as individual thinkers and actors. This line of 
thinking is also important for our understanding of the figure of Ḥacı Bektaş.

30. See Turan, “Selçuklular Türkiyesi;” quoted in: Başgöz, “The Human Dimension,” 
p. 39. 

31. The metric error in the verse was fixed by Gölpınarlı by reading the word şerī a̔t 
as şer῾at. 

32. Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 55 and fol. 78a-b. All translations 
from Turkish belong to me. 
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In other poems, Yūnus Emre openly targets official representatives of 
religion: the muftī, mudarris, faḳīh, and last of all, the ṣūfī:33 

Bu dervīşlik berātın oḳumadı müftīler
Anlar ne bilsün anı bu bir gizlü varaḳdur

The müfti have not read this dervish 
warrant;

How can they know such a secret leaf?34

Medreseler müderrisi oḳumadılar bu dersi
Şöyle ḳaldılar ῾āciz bilmediler ne bāb 

durur

Madrasa professors have not read this 
lesson

They were left helpless; they failed to 
recognize what chapter this was35 

Sen faḳīhsin ben faḳīr saña hiç tañumuz 
yoḳ

῾İlmüñ var ῾amelüñ yoḳ günāhlara batarsın

You are a jurist and I am poor man; you 
do not surprise us

You have the science, but you lack the 
deed; you are deep in sin36

Yüri hey ṣūfī zerrāḳ ne sālūslıḳ ṣatarsın
Ḥaḳḳdan artuḳ kim ola ḳula dilek viresi

Walk away, you deceitful Sufi! Why do 
you sell hypocrisy?

Who other than God can grant the ser-
vant’s wishes? 37

While the importance of adhering to religious law is not absent from 
Yūnus’s poetry, more pronounced is the value of spiritual love as the true 
act of worship: 

Oruç namāz ġusl u ḥacc ḥicābdur ῾āşıḳlara
῾Āşıḳ andan münezzeh ḫāliṣ heves içinde

Fasting, daily prayer, ablution, and pil-
grimage are obstacles to a lover

In his genuine desire, the man of love is 
free of these38

Lastly, Yūnus tells us that his esoteric view of religion makes him the 
target of blame by the religious elite: 

İy beni ‘ayıblayan gel beni ‘ışḳdan ḳurtar
Elüñden gelmez ise söyleme fāsid ḫaber

O blamer, come and save me from love
If that you cannot do, do not speak cor-

rupt words39

33. For an analysis of the relationship between the institutionalization of Sufism and 
the appearance of antinomian dervish movements, see Karamustafa, God’s Unruly Friends, 
p. 25-38. 

34. Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 57 and fol. 81a-b. 
35. Ibid., p. 60 and fol. 85a. 
36. Ibid., p. 108 and fol. 150a-b. 
37. Ibid., p. 145 and fol. 201a.
38. Ibid., p. 120 and fol. 166a.
39. Ibid., p. 46 and fol. 66a. 
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In this respect, also telling is Yūnus’s expression of his spiritual lineage 
as “Yūnus’a Ṭapduġ u Ṣaltuġ u Baraḳ’dandur naṣīb [Yūnus’s spiritual 
lot comes from Ṭapduḳ, Ṣaltuḳ, and Baraḳ].”40 While the name of Ṣarı 
Ṣaltuḳ (d. shortly after 700/1300) is particularly important for his role in 
the Islamization of the Balkans as told in the Ṣaltuḳ-nāme,41 Baraḳ Baba, 
his disciple, is a key early figure in the development of antinomian der-
vish piety in Anatolia.42 Yūnus’s self-description as a “strange man who 
wanders from city to city”43 reveals his heritage as a wandering dervish44 
and further illustrates that such multi-faceted social identities cannot be 
simplified to an urban/rural dichotomy. Nor can they be boiled down to 
a rift between “learned Islam” and popular belief. Yūnus Emre is fully 
at ease with the themes and terminology of Classical Sufism.45 As it has 
been shown, Yūnus Emre’s mystical thought bears many affinities to 
those of Aḥmad Ghazālī and Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī,46 while he mentions the 
latter reverently in his works. Close parallels between some of his poems 
and those of Sa῾dī Shīrāzī and Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī indicate that Yūnus 
knew enough Persian to do translation.47

Saïd Khorchid’s analysis of Yūnus Emre’s vocabulary demonstrates 
that while half of his vocabulary is made up of Turkish words and the 
rest are in Arabic and Persian, 63.8% of all words used in his work and 
70% of the words with highest frequency are in Turkish.48 Due to our lack 
of similar studies for Yūnus’ contemporaries, we cannot ascertain the 
exact significance of these numbers. However, we can observe that Yūnus 
had a predilection for referring to Sufi terms with their Turkish coun-
terparts where he could. The following couplet on the state of Oneness 

40. Ibid., p. 100 and fol. 140a.
41. See Karamustafa, “Saltuk-name.” 
42. See Karamustafa, God’s Unruly Friends, p. 62-63; Karamustafa, “Early Sufism,” 

p. 193-196. 
43. Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 190. 
44. Although Yūnus Emre spent most of his life in the area between today’s Ankara 

and Eskişehir, we also know from his poems that he travelled extensively. The places men-
tioned in his poems include Kayseri, Sivas, Maraş, ‘upper lands’ (Azerbaijan), Damascus, 
Shiraz, Baghdad, Tabriz, and Nakhchivan.

45. Several authors have underlined that Yunus Emre probably received some form 
of education; see for instance Rémy Dor, “Introduction,” in Younous Émrè, Cantiques 
d’Abandon, p. 14.

46. For an in-depth discussion of Yūnus Emre’s historical relationship with the path 
of love (maẕhab-i ‘ishq) in Sufism, see Karamustafa, “Yunus Emre’nin Yeri.”

47. See Gölpınarlı, Yunus Emre ve Tasavvuf, p. 100-101. 
48. Khorchid, La langue de Yunus Emre, p. 74. 
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during the pre-eternal pact (bezm-i elest), demonstrates that Yūnus paid 
attention to the nuances of each word indicating Oneness:
Ezelī biliş idük birlige bitmiş idük 
Mevcūdāt düşdi ıraḳ vücūd cān yataġıdur

In pre-eternity we knew one another, 
we had attained oneness

All existent things have fallen apart; 
the body is a shelter for the soul49

Apart from biliş [knowing one another, friend] and birlige bitmiş [having 
attained oneness], Yūnus also uses the word bilelik [togetherness] in his 
repertoire of terms for unity with God. Furthermore, Yūnus complements 
this vernacular religious vocabulary with a high use of proverbs,50 along 
with references to the Turkish epic tradition and genres of oral poetry.51 
Although he wrote several poems as well as a mathnawī (Risāletü’n-
Nuṣḥiyye) in formal meter (῾arūż), Yūnus also has an abundance of poems 
in the traditional syllabic meter. He may have sung these to the accompa-
niment of the ḳopuz (a type of lute), to which he frequently refers in his 
poetry.52 His poems in formal meter typically have one or more lines which 
fit the syllabic meter much more closely. His selection of meter enables 
the caesural pauses which, together with internal rhyming, bring his poetry 
phonetically closer to the quatrain form prevalent in oral folk poetry.53 
According to Rémy Dor, the formal ambiguity thus aimed at by Yūnus 
allows readers with different social backgrounds to appreciate Yūnus’ 
work in accordance with their own literary understanding. 54 This is a char-
acteristic which will become particularly important for our discussion of 
the şaṭḥiyye.

 Yūnus’s predilection for Turkish words and folk content was taken 
up by his successor Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, who pushed this vernacularization 
one step further, and devoted entire poems to folk themes. The discus-
sion on meter regarding Yūnus’s poetry also applies to Ḳayġusuz Abdāl.55 
The structural features of Ḳayġusuz’s poetry suggest some relationship 

49. Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 54 and fol. 77a. 
50. For a list, see Başgöz, “The Human Dimension,” p. 38; Başgöz, Yunus Emre, p. 90. 
51. See ibid., p. 25, 33-34, and p. 38. 
52. See p. 24 for an example to this. The ḳopuz was used by epic poets in performance 

at least until the 15th century, as evidenced by the numerous references in the Book of Dede 
Korkut. See Tezcan; Boeschoten, Dede Korkut Oğuznameleri.

53. For a detailed discussion of these formal aspects see Mazıoğlu, “Yunus Emre” 
and Dor, “La poésie de Yunus Emre,” p. 41-43. 

54. Ibid., 43; Dor, “À propos du Divan,” p. 29. 
55. This has led some of his poems to be edited in quatrain form, although they appear 

in couplets in the manuscripts. 
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with oral composition or performance. For instance, the use of the ῾arūż 
meter in his Mes̱nevī-i Baba Ḳayġusuz indicates that the syllabic value 
given to words depends on their pronunciation in spoken Turkish and not 
on their orthography. This in turn implies that the text was either dictated 
to a third party in its initial composition or purposely written for oral 
performance.56 Also interesting is the fact that, despite being few in num-
ber, Ḳayġusuz has some verses on profane love which show an affinity 
with the ῾āşıḳ (wandering poet-minstrel) tradition which developed from 
the 16th century onwards. Unlike his other poetry on profane love, these 
verses do not follow the abstract metaphorical outlook of dīvān poetry, 
but rather describe a concrete, tangible beloved.57 

Ḳayġusuz Abdāl drew the boundary between himself and the religious 
elite more rigidly than Yūnus Emre, hence making his textual production 
our richest source on abdāl piety. Since its early days, the Abdālān-ı Rūm, 
one of the four major dervish groups of Anatolia according to the Ottoman 
historian ῾Āşıḳpaşazāde (d. after 1484), had clear antinomian tendencies, 
which reached a peak in the early 16th century around the figure of Otman 
Baba.58 In Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s time, distinctions were based more on per-
sonal affiliation and temperament, rather than on physical aspects such as 
dress and ritual. In the following couplet, Ḳayġusuz indicates two com-
plementary aspects of his temperament: 

Gehī abdāl oluram mest ü ḥayrān 
Gehī ῾āşıḳ oluram zār-ı giryān

At times I am an abdāl, drunk and bewildered
At times I am an ῾āşıḳ, sorrowful and weeping59

It is the second aspect, that of spiritual love, which ties him to the path 
of Yūnus. A recently discovered early copy of his poetry collection dem-
onstrates that this path of love was much more pronounced in Ḳayġusuz’s 
poetry than previously imagined.60 His book of verse, the Gülistān, is in 
the form of a mathnawī interspersed with ghazals around the theme of 
love, which figure regularly after ten mathnawī lines.61 Concurrently, the 

56. See Oktay, Mesnevî-i Baba Kaygusuz, p. 42-43.
57. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 234a.
58. See Karamustafa, God’s Unruly Friends, p. 70-78.
59. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, İkinci mes̱nevī, Ankara Milli Kütüphane MS. Mil Yz A 7621/2, 

dated 920 (1514), fol. 5b. 
60. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 114b-235a, 312a-325b. 
61. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Gülistān, Ankara, Milli Kütüphane Mil Yz A 7621/2, dated 

920 (1514), fol. 235a-286a; also Berlin Staatsbibliothek Ms.or.Oct. 4044, dated 907 
(1501/1502), fol. 140a-210b.
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first aspect, that of abdāl piety, separates Ḳayġusuz from the path of 
Yūnus.62 While the path of love distances the dervish from official repre-
sentatives of religion by creating a boundary between esoteric and exoteric 
modes of piety, it nonetheless does not break with official religion and 
religious law, deemed necessary for the common people and those in the 
early stages of the spiritual path. Expressions to this regard can be found 
in the works of both Yūnus Emre and Ḳayġusuz Abdāl: 
Müslümānam diyen kişi şarṭı 

nedür bilse gerek 
Tañrınuñ buyruġın ṭutup beş vaḳt 

namāz ḳılsa gerek […]

A person who claims to be Muslim must know 
the pillars of Islam 

He must obey the command of God and pray 
five times a day

Her kim Müslümān olmadı beş 
vaḳt namāzı ḳılmadı

Bilüñ Müslümān olmayan ol ṭamuya 
girse gerek

Whoever does not become Muslim and pray 
five times a day

Know that a non-Muslim will go to hell [Yūnus 
Emre] 63

Pīr saña erkān-ı ṣalāt bildüre
Īmān islām farż u sünnet bildüre

The spiritual director shall instruct you on the 
pillars of prayer

He shall instruct you on faith, submission, reli-
gious duties and traditions

Çün ki bildüñ şerī῾at nedür tamām
Ṭarīḳat yolında ḳoyasın ḳadem

And when you fully know what religious law 
is

Then you shall set foot into the path [Ḳayġusuz 
Abdāl] 64

Abdāl piety, on the other hand, represents a strong mutual antagonism 
with official representatives of Islam. A recent article devoted to Ḳayġusuz 
Abdāl puts his abdāl piety under scrutiny from a multiplicity of angles.65 
In his “Kaygusuz Abdal: A Medieval Turkish Saint and the Formation of 
Vernacular Islam in Anatolia,” Ahmet T. Karamustafa explains Ḳayġusuz 
Abdāl’s disregard for the sharī῾a and his understanding that salvation 
can only be achieved in the here and now, via a spiritual self discovery. 
Karamustafa shows how Ḳayġusuz distances himself from the Sufis, who 
are in his eyes the representatives of institutionalized religion. Karamustafa 

62. Also telling in this respect is Yūnus’s critical opinion of the dervish Geyikli Baba 
(fl. 14th century), who shared the same social circle with Ḥacı Bektaş; see Yūnus Emre, 
Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 161. 

63. Ibid., 77-78 and fol. 108a-b. İlhan Başgöz speculates that poems with such con-
tents were written at an early period of Yūnus’s life, before he became a mystic. See 
Başgöz, “The Human Dimension;” Başgöz, Yunus Emre, p. 21-23. 

64. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Mesnevî-i Baba Kaygusuz, p. 111. 
65. See Karamustafa, “Kaygusuz Abdal.”
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demonstrates Ḳayġusuz’s strong criticism of the Sufis, whom he accuses 
of hypocrisy. 

In Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s works, what was, with Yūnus Emre, a condemna-
tion of the muftī and mudarris for their lack of spiritual understanding, 
becomes directed to the Sufi and the ascetic (zāhid), who not only lack 
spiritual knowledge, but also claim to be the sole possessors of it.66 This 
accusation acquires an equally fervent second dimension, where the abdāl 
becomes himself the object of blame. The following couplets from two con-
secutive poems by Ḳayġusuz demonstrate this animosity in all its aspects: 

(I) Ṭanuḳluḳ virdiler bengīligine 
Ehl-i sünnet ü cemā῾at dimişler

They say: “The people of the tradition of 
Muhammad and the consensus of the 
Ummah

Have testified to his hashish addiction.” 
Müsülmānlıḳ yolın varmaz yitürmiş
Yola gelince bu heyhāt dimişler

 […]

They say: “He does not follow the path of 
Islam

Alas! He is lost to the path!” 

Dā᾿im mest ü ḫarāb meyḫānelerde
Bu müslümān degül feryād dimişler

They say: “He spends his whole time in tav-
erns, fully drunk,

This is not a Muslim, God help!” 
Ne bellü tersādur ne ḫod müsülmān

Ne bellü Türk imiş ne Tat dimişler
 […]

They say: “Is he a Christian or a Muslim? A 
Turk or a Persian?

It is impossible to distinguish!” 

Ne sünneti bilür ḳaṭ῾ā ne farżı
Ne delīl bilür ne āyet dimişler

They say: “He knows neither the Sunnah nor 
the Fard;

He has absolutely no knowledge of any proof 
or verse.” 

Dā᾿im esrār yir [ü] ḳırḳar saḳalın 
Görüñ bu dehrī-i bid῾at dimişler

They say: “He constantly eats hemp; he cuts 
off his beard.

See this materialist innovator!”67

(II) Mescide varduġın kimsene görmez
Velī meyḫāneye seyyār dimişler 

 […]

They say: “Nobody sees him go to the 
masjid,

But he is a regular of the tavern.” 

66. Ḳayġusuz also criticizes the learned (dānişmend) and the chief judge (mollā). One 
particularly humorous poem is about the way in which these learned representatives of 
Islam try to benefit from the deaths in town to fill up their bellies and wallets; see Ḳayġusuz 
Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 323a. Ḳayġusuz ends the poem by saying that these people will not be 
able to benefit from his own death, because he has nothing but a cloak full of lice. 

67. Ibid., fol. 180a-b. 
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Zāhidler gürūhı beni göricek 
Görüñ bu mel῾ūn-ı kāfir dimişler

When a group of ascetics sees me, 
They say: “Look at this damned infidel!” 

Velī ṣādıḳ kişi ḥālüme baḳmış 
Ḫabīrdür her ḥāle settār dimişler

Yet the honest person looks at me and says: 
“He has knowledge of every state but he hides 

it.” 
῾Āşıḳlar göricek i῾tiḳād itmiş
Erenlerden bu da bir er dimişler

When the lovers of God see me, they believe.
They say: “This is another perfect man among 

perfect spiritual directors.” 
Ḳamu ḫalḳ-ı cihān āḫir sözinde
Budur ol ῾ayyār u mekkār dimişler

All peoples of the world, in their own tongues 
say:

“This is that [beloved] deceitful rogue.” 
Ḳamu göñüllerüñ sırrını bilmiş 
Ḳamu dilleri bu añlar dimişler

They say: “He knows the secrets in all hearts;
He understands all languages.” 

Kayġusuz Abdālı her kim ki gördi 
Muḥibb-i Aḥmed-i Ḥaydar dimişler

Whoever sees Ḳayġusuz Abdāl says:
“This is a lover of Muḥammad and ‘Alī.” 

İnkār itdügini iḳrāra gelmiş 
Velī iḳrārına inkār dimişler

“He has come to earth to avow what he had 
denied,

Yet they have mistaken his avowal for 
denial.”68

These couplets demonstrate a clash of several points of view, the first 
one being the perspective of “zāhidler gürūhı” [the band of ascetics], 
backed by the Sunni (authorities), which identifies Ḳayġusuz as an infi-
del, due to his lack of regard for the sharī῾a, consumption of alcohol and 
hashish, and antinomian physical appearance. The second perspective is 
that of the ῾āşıḳ (men of spiritual love) who recognize him as a man of 
God. The last perspective is that of the common people, who elevate him 
to the rank of a saint.69 This elevation is all the more important, consider-
ing that Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s poetry contains the first known elaborations 
of the doctrine of ῾Alī (῾Alī b. Abī Ṭālib) as it later figures in Bektashi 
and Alevi belief. Ḳayġusuz is still considered an important saint in Alevi 
circles.

In fact, Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s corpus includes several key elements of 
what later becomes the religious doctrine of the Bektashis and Alevis: 
Poetry in praise of ῾Alī b. Abī Ṭālib 70 as well as passages expounding the 

68. Ibid., fol.180b-181a.
69. Ḳayġusuz touches upon the radical differences in the public opinion regarding his 

sainthood and infidelity; see for instance Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 169b. In an article 
on Otman Baba’s hagiography, Halil İnalcık gives a similar account of the varying reactions 
towards Otman Baba; see İnalcık, “Dervish and Sultan,” p. 221. This reminds us that dis-
parities in public opinion were a quality all Abdāls of Rūm shared.

70. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 129a, 131b, 135b, 136a, 157b, 207a, 222a; also 
see Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, Berlin Staatsbibliothek Ms.or.Oct. 4044, dated 907 (1501-2), 
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theoretical foundation for the veneration of ῾Alī;71 references to the doc-
trine of Muḥammad-῾Alī72 as well as passages expounding the doctrine;73 
references to the Twelve Imams;74 veneration of the ahl al-bayt (the 
prophet’s family).75 Together, these doctrinal references are the earliest in 
Alevi-Bektashi history, and establish Ḳayġusuz Abdāl as a foundational 
figure for Bektashism and Alevism. 

As explained above, the Köprülü paradigm bases itself on an urban/
rural dichotomy. According to this paradigm, the Alevis only had contact 
with a “popular” form of Islam propagated by dervishes who themselves 
lacked the urban education required for true Islamic knowledge. The life 
example of Ḳayġusuz Abdāl shows the difficulty of trying to portray these 
dervish groups as representatives of rural life. Not only did Ḳayġusuz 
Abdāl travel extensively76 (like his precursor Yūnus Emre) and frequently 
refer to several cities in his works,77 he was also of urban origin. Accord-
ing to his hagiography, Ḳayġusuz Abdāl was the son of the governor of 
Alā῾iye (Alanya).78 His hagiography includes the tale of how he renounced 
his “royal” heritage for the path of God as brought to life in the figure of 
his master Abdāl Mūsā (fl. 14th century). The pen name of Serāyī (palace-
dweller) which appears in some of Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s poems also points 
to such an origin. The fact that Ḳayġusuz Abdāl received some form of 
“urban” education is corroborated by his poems in Persian, couplets in 
Arabic, citations of Qur’anic verses, references to Persian poets such as 

fol. 309b, 320b; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Serāy-nāme, Berlin Staatsbibliothek Ms.or.Oct. 4044, 
fol. 29b [Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Saraynâme, p. 226-227]. 

71. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Kitāb-ı maġlaṭa, Berlin Staatsbibliothek Ms.or.Oct. 4044, 
fol. 266a-267a, 268a-b, 278b-280a. 

72. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 182a, 187a, 223a; the phrase ‘Aḥmed-i Ḥaydar’ 
on 166b, 177b, 180b, 223b as well as in the poem quoted above; the phrase ‘Aḥmed ü 
Ḥaydar’ on 166b, 209b. Also see Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Serāy-nāme, fol. 20b, 21a, 24b, 26b, 39b, 
56a, 57b [Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Saraynâme, p. 190-193, p. 206-207, p. 214-215, p. 266-267, 
p. 332-333, p. 338-339].

73. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Kitāb-ı maġlaṭa, fol. 266a, 273b. 
74. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 136a, 137b.
75. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 129a, 139b. 
76. His hagiography narrates his travels to Egypt (where he established a lodge), 

Mecca, Medina, Damascus, Hama, Aleppo, Kilis, Antep, Baghdad, Kufa, Najaf, Karbala, 
Samarra, Nusaybin; see Kaygusuz Abdal Menâkıbnâmesi, Güzel ed., p. 104-130.

77. In addition to Hatay and some of the cities above, Ḳayġusuz also mentions place 
names in the Balkans in his poetry. According to some researchers, the existence of a neigh-
bourhood and a fountain in the name of Ḳayġusuz in Bitola indicates that he may have lived 
in the region for some time; see Dağlı, Kaygusuz Abdal, p. 18-19; Güzel, Kaygusuz Abdal, 
p. 93. 

78. See Kaygusuz Abdal Menâkıbnâmesi, 90 ff. 
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Farīd al-Dīn ῾Aṭṭār and Sa῾dī, and lastly, secular love poetry in the style 
of court poetry.79

Ḳayġusuz Abdāl gives us the clues to understanding how his socially-
accepted sainthood came to coexist with the strong accusations of infideli-
ty.80 In a previous article,81 I showed how Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s doctrinal and 
social positions shift regularly to accommodate different types of audi-
ence, whereby he simultaneously speaks to audiences with varying spir-
itual levels. I further illustrated that this “multi-perspectival”82 quality of 
his works may sometimes result in a juxtaposition of radically different 
points of view. I argued that this juxtaposition played itself out also as an 
alternation between the tendencies to reject society or blend into it as a 
spiritual director. All of these dynamics suggest that Ḳayġusuz Abdāl 
viewed his literary output primarily as a performance, always dependent 
on its immediate relationship with his audience. I use the term “perfor-
mance” as defined by Erving Goffman in his The Presentation of Self 
in Everyday Life: “all the activity of a given participant on a given occa-
sion which serves to influence in any way any of the other participants.”83 
For Ḳayġusuz, social and doctrinal positions as well as self-designations 
are not part of a solid self-referential “identity”. They acquire meaning 
in context, during interaction, and may thus change with a change of 
context. 

For Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, different ways of understanding Islam depended 
not on territorial distinctions but on performative categories. While he 
could freely navigate between the categories of abdāl, ῾āşıḳ (lover of God) 
and mürşid (spiritual director), he had to break with other categories radi-
cally in order to establish his social identity. His criticism of representa-
tives of institutionalized Islam allowed him to relate to his audience in a 
certain manner. It enabled him to distance himself from institutional reli-
gion, lacking the moral and spiritual aspects which he thought were the 
true definitions of religion in the eyes of the common people. One way 
to reinforce the boundary between his public and the religious elite was 

79. See in particular Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 134a, 152b-156b, 215a-218b, 
224b-234b. Some of these are on the theme of spring. 

80. Interestingly, he presents this coexistence as the result of a geographical dicho-
tomy, separating him and his followers from ‘the people of the city’ (şehr ehli, şehirlü). 
See ibid., fol. 176a, 225a, 252a; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Üçünci mes̱nevī, Ankara Milli Kütüphane 
MS. Mil Yz A 7621/2, dated 920 (1514), fol. 18b.

81. See Oktay, “Layers of Mystical Meaning,” p. 73-99. 
82. I thank Ahmet T. Karamustafa for proposing me this term. 
83. Goffman, The Presentation of Self, p. 8. 
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to speak the language of the common people, understood as both the act 
of writing in Turkish and an engagement with the verbal arts of the Turk-
ish vernacular. In his article on Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Ahmet T. Karamustafa 
also stresses the use of vernacular language as a marker of a type of piety. 
He thus states that: “The fissure between institutionalized Ṣūfī paths that 
took shape around the nuclei provided by authoritative, and increasingly 
also authoritarian, Ṣūfī masters on the one hand and loose dervish groups 
that assembled around the example of libertine itinerant Ṣūfī masters on 
the other hand can now be seen to include, at least partially, a linguistic 
rift.”84

In his Delīl-i Budalā, Ḳayġusuz states that a number of dervishes told 
him: “Mī’dānī nemī’dānī bilmeyüz. Ḳuş dili mi söylersin? Türkçe söyle 
kim añlansun. [We do not understand the Persian phrases ‘you know’ and 
‘you don’t know’. Are you speaking the language of birds? Speak Turkish 
so that you can be understood.]”85 Similarly in his Dil-güşā, Ḳayġusuz 
says that the scribe to whom he dictated his work, who was also a dervish, 
once asked him: “Fārsī mī’dānī. Hiç Türkçe bilmez misin? [You know 
Persian. Don’t you know any Turkish?]”86 Further on in the same work, 
he explains his use of Turkish in the following manner: 

Biz dillerde Türkī dilin bilürüz. Gün doġıcaḳ irte oldı dirüz; dolınıcaḳ gice 
oldı dirüz. Ṣuyuñ geldüginden yaña yuḳaru, gitdiginden yaña aşaġadur. 
Türkī dilince hemān bu ḳadar bilürüz. 
Turkish is the language that we know. When the sun comes up we say the 
day has come; when it goes down we say the night has come. “Upwards” is 
the opposite of the direction of water fall; “downwards” is in the direction 
of water fall. This is what we know in the Turkish language. 87

Ḳayġusuz’s words illustrate his preference for Turkish over Persian as 
initially due to a criticism by a fellow dervish, further emphasizing his need 
to dissociate from his “learned” roots. They also stress the collective aspect 
of his textual production in Turkish, as underscored by his use of the first-
person plural. 

84. Karamustafa, “Kaygusuz Abdal,” p. 337. 
85. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Delīl-i Budalā, p. 58. The expression mī’dānī is repeated throu-

ghout the text of the Delīl-i Budalā. Thus in one sense Ḳayġusuz is mocking his own text.
86. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dil-güşā, p. 99. 
87. Ibid., 120-123. 
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Despite its deep nationalist roots, Modern Turkish literary historiog-
raphy has based itself on a paradigm of high culture and low culture, 
wherein the literary value of classical poets was evaluated according to 
their proficiency in the formal meter (῾arūż) and their capacity to exem-
plify the aesthetics of Dīvān poetry via an extensive use of Arabic and 
Persian words. Instead of trying to understand the social dynamics behind 
the use of “plain” Turkish by dervish groups, the knowledge of the field 
was founded on generalizations such as the dervish groups’ distance from 
urban centers and their lack of proficiency in Arabic and Persian. As 
Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s corpus suggests, the assumption that he and his fellow 
dervishes were not fully Islamized is entirely off the mark. We can say 
the same for his precursor Yūnus Emre. These dervishes not only situated 
themselves and their teachings within Islam; they were also thoroughly 
aware of the dynamic relationship of their literary production with their 
classical Sufi heritage of Persian and Arabic origins.

THE MAKING OF A GENRE: HOW FOLK TRADITION AND SUFI 
TRADITION COME TOGETHER IN THE TURKISH ŞAṬḤİYYE

If textual production in Turkish was directly linked to the dervish 
group’s particular social position, how did this impinge upon form and 
content? In this section of my paper, I will try to investigate the relation-
ship between textual production in the dervish milieu and the social envi-
ronment surrounding these dervishes via the creation of a particular genre, 
the Turkish şaṭḥiyye, as a medium of dialogue between folk culture and 
the “learned” Islam represented by Classical Sufism. For this I will focus 
on the şaṭḥiyye of Yūnus Emre, the first example of the genre, and those 
of Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, who is his best-known successor in the genre. I will 
show that, while transferring Sufi concepts to the realm of folklore, the 
şaṭḥiyye also serves to reinforce boundaries between the folk and the 
representatives of official religion, who cannot participate in the the for-
mer’s symbolic world. 

Although the Turkish şaṭḥiyye has been the topic of some anthologies 
and articles,88 we still lack a narrative of how the genre developed in the 
Turkish realm. This path of development will be available to us only after 

88. See Kurnaz, Tatcı, Türk Edebiyatında Şathiye; Tatcı, Yûnus Emre Şerhleri; Pinguet, 
“Remarques;” Pinguet, La Folle Sagesse, p. 75-93. 
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we can distinguish it theoretically and structurally from the shaṭḥ in the 
formative period of Sufism, such as those of al-Ḥallāj (d. 922) and Abū 
Yazīd al-Bisṭāmī (d. 874 or 877-8).89 As Sheldon Pollock explains, “it is 
only in response to a superposed and prestigious form of preexistent 
literature that a new vernacular literature develops.”90 Our dervishes con-
ceptualized their vernacular as a bridge between cosmopolitan and oral 
idioms, and in the context of the şaṭḥiyye, between the preexistent form 
of the shaṭḥ and genres of folklore. According to Pollock, “everywhere, 
and quite predictably, the new literary vernacular felt compelled by a 
common if unacknowledged law of technological preservation to present 
itself as a continuation of the archaic oral.”91 The formation of the Turk-
ish şaṭḥiyye was one such instance which was deeply tied to the particular 
political stance of the dervishes studied earlier.

Medieval theoretical writing on the shaṭḥ emphasizes its involuntary 
aspect, whereby it is spoken in a state of ecstasy as a natural outcome of 
contemplation.92 Ecstatic sayings are said to be signs of a state of union 
with God which annihilates the mystic’s selfhood. The words spoken in 
such a state become divinely-inspired, or for some, the very words of God. 
The sayings thus resemble an early stratum of ḥadīth qudsī93 as well as 
a group of sermons attributed to ῾Alī b. Abi Ṭālib.94 

In their self-identification with the word of God as expressions of a 
state of absolute union, the following examples by Yūnus and Ḳayġusuz 
follow the classical shaṭḥ tradition:

89. In this respect, in the Turkish milieu, the following remark by Carl Ernst is far 
from the truth: “When the theoretical outlook associated with the Andalusian master 
Ibn ῾Arabi came to dominate the intellectual expression of Sufism, shathiyat became 
mere allegories for the subtle doctrines of Ibn ῾Arabi’s school. After this time, inspired 
speech became a conventional rhetorical device.” See Ernst, Words of Ecstasy, p. 6. As 
we will see, since its early days, the experiential effect of the shaṭḥ was directed towards 
the listener. The Turkish shaṭḥ tradition not only borrowed from the early examples of 
the genre, but also created its own literary devices in maintaining the value of paradox 
and shock. 

90. Pollock, The Language of the Gods, p. 328.
91. Ibid., 441-442. 
92. See Abū Naṣr ῾Abd Allāh b. ῾Alī al-Sarrāj al-Ṭūsī, The Kitāb al-luma῾ fi’l-taṣawwuf; 

Rūzbihān al-Baqlī, Sharḥ-i shaṭḥiyāt. For an overview of the shaṭḥ tradition see: Ernst, 
Words of Ecstasy.

93. See Graham, Divine Word, p. 173, quoted in: Ernst, “Shaṭḥ.” The shaṭh was also 
considered to resemble expressions in the Qur’an and hadith known as enigmatic utterances 
(mutashābihāt); see Ernst, Words of Ecstasy, p. 18-19.

94. See Amir-Moezzi, “La Divinité de l’Imam,” in La Religion discrète, p. 89- 
108. 
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Yūnus degül bunı diyen ḳudret dilidür 
söyleyen

Kāfir ola inanmayan evvel āḫir hemān 
benem

This is not Yūnus speaking; the speaker is 
the tongue of omnipotence

Those who don’t believe are infidels; I am 
the First and the Last95 [Yūnus Emre]

 Cümleye mevcūd benem Ka῾be benem put 
benem

Arada maḳṣūd benem uşda fülān bendedür

I am present for all; I am the Kaaba; I am 
the idol

I am the purpose of all; in me is found 
so-and-so

Evvel ü āḫir benem tedbīr ü taḳdīr benem 
Ġanī vü faḳīr benem nūr-ı īmān bendedür

I am the First and the Last; I am the plan 
and the preordination

I am the Rich and the poor; in me is found 
the light of faith96 [Ḳayġusuz Abdal]

The above words by Ḳayġusuz manifest a central theme in his poetry, 
that of paradox, which he often portrays as a coexistence of opposites.97 
As underlined by Yüksel Pazarkaya, Yūnus Emre’s poetry also brings 
together contradictory elements as the foundation of his paradoxical lan-
guage.98 Paradox is a key element in the classical definitions of the shaṭḥ, 
where the knowledge and experience of God is said to be achieved only 
in a state of absolute unknowing.99 This paradox is in turn defined as a 
reflection of the dual (or multi-layered) structure of reality itself, the 
paradoxical relationship between the manifest and the hidden.100 In fact, 
modern scholarship has established that most of the shaṭḥ are not spoken 
in states of ecstasy, but are rather ways of expressing one’s spiritual 
teaching in a counter-intuitive and shocking manner, achieved by bring-
ing together affirmations and negations which should not co-exist accord-
ing to common sense. This method of speaking allows the disciple to get 
rid of the cognitive obstacles put forth by the act of reasoning.101 Once 
these obstacles are overthrown, the esoteric meaning can manifest itself. 

95. Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 94 and fol. 131a.
96. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 135a. In all excerpts, the words in italics are the 

Names of God, thus further stressing the divinity of the speaker. 
97. For a discussion of the concept of coincidentia oppositorum with regard to the 

mystical doctrine of Ibn ῾Arabī, see Corbin, L’Imagination créatrice. 
98. See Pazarkaya, “Les paradoxes,” p. 114. 
99. See Ernst, Words of Ecstasy, p. 32-36.
100. See Corbin, “Introduction,” p. 7-19; Ballanfat, “Réflexions.” 
101. See Lory, “Les paradoxes mystiques.” Also see Corbin, “Introduction.” Although 

Ernst generally focuses on the element of inspiration in the shaṭḥ, in his Words of Ecstasy, 
he categorizes the sayings on faith and infidelity as a different category of shaṭḥ, which 
is not directly due to divine inspiration. He calls this type of shaṭḥ “less prophetic than 
paradoxical.” See Ernst, Words of Ecstasy, p. 141. 
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As medieval debates demonstrate, both proponents and opponents of 
the genre agree on the fact that the shaṭḥ makes the hidden meaning 
apparent. It thus produces in its listener an initial feeling of ambiguity or 
confusion (due to the difficulty of simultaneously understanding the jux-
taposed layers of meaning), and often shock. In their poems, Yūnus Emre 
and Ḳayġusuz Abdāl frequently qualify their poetry as manifesting the 
hidden. Furthermore, they state that God manifests Himself through their 
poetry: 

Diyen ol işiden ol gören ol gösteren ol 
Her sözi söyleyen ol ṣūret cān menzilidür

He is the one who speaks, hears, sees, 
and shows

He is the one who says every word; the 
form is the halting-place of the soul

Ṣūret söz ḳanda buldı söz ıssı ḳaçan oldı
Ṣūrete kendü geldi dil ḥikmetüñ yolıdur

How did the form find words? When did 
it come to possess words?

He manifested Himself in the form; lan-
guage is the path of wisdom102 [Yūnus 
Emre]

Ḳayġusuz Abdāl ben isem añla rāzum 
diñle sözüm

Benüm dilümde söyleyen küllī o şāhdur 
ben hiçem

If I am Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, understand my 
secret, listen to my words

In my tongue, the speaker is none but 
that sultan; I do not exist103

Hem benüm vaṣfumı söyler cümle dil
Hem bu serāyda delüyem hem ‘āḳil

All languages speak my qualities
In this palace I am both the sane and the 

insane104 [Ḳayġusuz Abdāl] 

Yet the poems referred to so far, which closely follow the classical 
shaṭḥ tradition, are not the poems by Yūnus and Ḳayġusuz identified as 
şaṭḥiyye in modern scholarship; nor are they the poems repeatedly com-
mented and imitated in Ottoman literature. In this respect, Yūnus Emre’s 
most famous and possibly most controversial poem is his only “şaṭḥiyye”, 
which begins with the verse “çıḳdum erik dalına anda yidüm üzümi” 
[I climbed the branches of a plum tree and ate grapes there].105 The last 

102. Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 47 and fol. 67b. 
103. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 219b. 
104. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Serāy-nāme, fol. 57a [Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Saraynâme, p. 336].
105. See Appendix I for a full translation of the poem. For a published English 

translation, see Yūnus Emre, “Selected Poems,” p. 169-170. The famous shaṭḥiyya of 
Baraḳ Baba (d. 1307-8), who can be linked to Yūnus Emre via his master Ṭapduḳ Emre 
as previously mentioned, may also be of interest in this context, although the inaccessi-
bility of meaning is much greater in the latter; for the shaṭḥiyya, its Persian commentary 
and modern Turkish translation see Gölpınarlı, Yunus Emre ve Tasavvuf, p. 255-275, 
457-472. 
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couplet of this poem with vibrant and nearly obscure symbolism manifests 
a purpose of composition which is profoundly different from that of the 
classical shaṭḥ: 

Yūnus bir söz söylemiş hiçbir söze 
beñzemez

Münāfıḳlar elinden örter ma‘nī yüzini

Yūnus has spoken words like no other
They hide the face of meaning from the 

hands of hypocrites106

The fact that this couplet is situated at the very end of the poem is particu-
larly relevant. In his analysis of stress patterns in Yūnus Emre’s poetry, 
Rémy Dor demonstrates that the most perfect pattern, with an alteration of 
stressed and unstressed syllables, is located in the last couplet. The form 
of the last couplet thus underlines its particular importance as the place of 
maximum signification.107 Ḳayġusuz Abdāl also attaches similar impor-
tance to the last couplet of his şaṭḥiyye as a key to interpreting the meaning 
of the poem, which otherwise serves to obscure the truth. In the last cou-
plet of his famous poem beginning with the verse “Ḳaplu ḳaplu baġalar / 
Ḳanatlanmış uçmaġa” [Tur tur turtles / Have put on wings to fly],108 
Ḳayġusuz questions the capacity of words to convey the truth and subtly 
criticizes those capable of hearing only the exoteric: 

Ḳayġusuzuñ sözleri Hindistānuñ ḳozları
Bunca yalan sözile gire misin uçmaġa

These words by Ḳayġusuz, the walnuts 
of India 

With so many lies, do you still think you 
will enter heaven? 

When we look closely at this poem edited in the appendix, we see 
animals performing many human activities, such as asking somebody’s 
hand in marriage, building a bridge, weighing grain etc. The difference 
between human qualities and those of animals is a major theme in 
Ḳayġusuz’s poetry. Knowing this difference is a skill which needs to 
be cultivated by the disciple in the path.109 An ignorant man is one who 
is unaware of the divine attributes with which he has been invested. The 
qualities and actions of such a man resemble those of an animal. In this 

106. Yūnus Emre, Yûnus Emre Dîvânı, Tatcı ed., p. 428-430. While Tatcı’s edition is 
a critical edition of the poem, the poem also figures in: Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya 
ve Dîvân, p. 204. The word münāfıḳ (hypocrite) is replaced by the word cāhiller (ignorants) 
in some manuscripts.

107. Dor, “La poésie de Yunus Emre,” p. 42; Dor, “À propos du Divan,” p. 29. 
108. See Appendix II for a full edition and translation of the poem. 
109. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Mesnevî-i Baba Kaygusuz, p. 110; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, 

fol. 321a.
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sense, we can interpret Ḳayġusuz’s poem as a reversal of the order of the 
world. Instead of people acting like animals, we have animals acting like 
humans.

Another major theme in Ḳayġusuz’s şaṭḥiyye is that of food, where 
Ḳayġusuz speaks of his consumption of hashish and endless appetite. His 
references to various dishes make his poetry an important source for the 
history of Turkish cuisine.110 In one poem, Ḳayġusuz says that he is at 
war with his appetite and continues to describe all the different foods he 
wishes to consume, as well as the wealth that he longs for.111 We thus 
have the impression that Ḳayġusuz is mocking his base self (nefs) in his 
unique humorous way. This mockery often turns into blame: 

Sen aş u itmegi gözle Ḳayġusuz Abdāl
Bu sırra ḳaçan irişür senüñ gibi ser-sām

O Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, you’d better go after 
cooked food and bread

How will a foolish idiot like you ever 
attain this secret?112 

Ḳayġusuz has several şaṭḥiyye in which he speaks in the first person 
to tell the story of how he was led astray by elder women who offered 
him food and possessions in order to make him their lovers.113 In other 
şaṭḥiyye, Ḳayġusuz describes the sexual advances which take place 
between him and a pasha, who refrains from becoming intimate with 
Ḳayġusuz due to his embarrassment of the dervish’s social status.114 On 
one level, these poems contain a vehement critique of society, which 
judges people according to their wealth and status, and not on their moral 
character. On another level, the poems once again represent an allegory 
of the base self, one’s personal Satan, which can appear in any of the 
forms described by Ḳayġusuz. 

In addition to many such poems with seemingly absurd, subversive, and 
humorous content,115 in his prose work named the Kitāb-ı maġlaṭa [The Book 
of Prattle], Ḳayġusuz constantly plays with, contradicts, and transforms the 

110. See Gökyay, “Kaygusuz Abdal ve Sımâtiyeleri.”
111. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, Berlin Staatsbibliothek Ms.or.Oct. 4044, fol. 339b. 
112. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 125b. 
113. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 315a-316a, Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, Berlin Staats-

bibliothek Ms.or.Oct. 4044, fol. 334a-335a.
114. Ibid., fol. 335a-b. 
115. For a similar example in which humour is used to subvert social order and 

dissimulate the mystical experience, see Alexandre Papas’s portrayal of the 17th cen-
tury Central Asian mystic Mashrab in Papas, Mystiques et Vagabonds en Islam, p. 127- 
136. 
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created meaning, thus forcing the reader to break all prejudices and pre-
conceived notions.116 One article which deals with this aspect of Ḳayġusuz’s 
poetry is Catherine Pinguet’s “Remarques sur la poésie de Kaygusuz Abdal.” 
In this article Pinguet states that in Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s poetry, “conver-
gence between realities takes place on the plane of the inconceivable and 
the singular.”117 She designates this aspect of Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s work as 
an “inversion of the natural order of things”118 and defines its purpose as 
the creation of a language which will only be understood by a person of the 
same spiritual rank.119 Elsewhere in his poetry, Ḳayġusuz makes various 
references to the importance of dissimulation:

Fāş olmaġıl Manṣūr gibi cāhil saña ṭa‘n 
itmesün

‘Āşıḳ gerek sırrı dā’im bīgāneden pinhān 
gerek

Do not divulge like Ḥallāj; do not let the 
ignorant condemn you

The man of love must always keep his 
secret hidden from the stranger120

Her sözüñ yirin bilüp ehline söyle söyleseñ
Ki saḳın ṣoḥbet içinde ehl-i inkār olmasun

You should know the place for each 
word and say it to the right people

Make sure that among the company there 
are no men of denial121

Cümle vücūdda cān ben oldum epsem ol 
Cān içinde cānān ben oldum epsem ol

I have become the soul in all bodies; be 
quiet!

I have become the beloved inside the 
soul; be quiet! 122

Sırruñı saḳın ‘ārif iseñ naşiye virme 
Her bī-ḫabere maḥrem-i esrār dimek olmaz

If you are a gnostic, do not present your 
secret to the foreigner

One must not call every ignorant a 
confidant123

Söylesem oda yaḳarlar ṣabr idersem 
ölürem 

Ol sebebdendür sözümi şöyle muġlaḳ 
söylerem

If I speak, they will burn me in fire. If I 
keep to myself, I will die. 

That is why I speak with abstruse words124

116. See Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Kitāb-ı maġlaṭa, fol. 263b-288b ff. For various discussions 
of this work see Oktay, Mesnevî-i Baba Kaygusuz, 14, 29-48; Oktay, “Layers of Mystical 
Meaning;” Karamustafa, “Kaygusuz Abdal,” p. 334-336. 

117. Pinguet, “Remarques,” p. 33.
118. Ibid., 15. 
119. Ibid., 21. 
120. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 136b.
121. Ibid., fol. 146b. 
122. Ibid., fol. 207a. 
123. Ibid., fol. 209a. Also see Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Gülistān, fol. 237a.
124. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, Berlin Staatsbibliothek Ms.or.Oct. 4044, fol. 305a. Also 

see the fifth couplet in the same poem. 
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Before I come back to the social context of the deliberate act of 
dissimulation undertaken by both poets, I wish to focus on the literary 
tools used, most notably the flagrant imagery. As shown by Pertev Naili 
Boratav in his Zaman Zaman İçinde, this type of imagery is taken directly 
from the tekerleme (tongue twisters125) which figure in the beginning of 
the maṣal (fairy/folk tales).126 Boratav portrays a reciprocal relationship 
in which Ḳayġusuz makes use of the tekerleme as a literary medium and 
in time, with subsequent narrations his poems change to become teker-
lemes with independent lives in the oral tradition.127 A naẓīre (imitation 
poem) written by Niyāzī Mıṣrī (d. 1694) shows that Yūnus’s imitators 
were well aware of the affinity between the tekerleme and this type of 
poetry: 
Ṭadsız ḳabaḳ gibi bir tekerleme söz ile
Yūnuslayın Niyāzī ‘irfānı ārzūlarsın

With a tongue twister tasteless like a squash
Niyāzī, you desire the spiritual knowledge 

of Yūnus128

Boratav identifies the purpose of the tekerleme as a way of introducing 
the audience to the world of the fairy tale, where the notion of reality in 
daily life will no longer hold.129 When a tekerleme is spoken during the 
tale, it serves again to remind the audience of the supernatural nature of 
the fairy tale world she is experiencing where things simply do not have 
to make sense. Many times the storyteller openly says that her craft is to 
tell lies – the exact expression found in Ḳayġusuz’s quatrain quoted above. 

The şaṭḥiyye also has affinities with other genres of folk literature.  
In a voluminous anthology of folk literature, Doğan Kaya includes 
one bilmece (riddle) and one mani130 (genre of folk poetry in quatrains), 

125. This translation, although the closest, lacks validity. This is because this genre, 
which could be in verse or prose or both, does not aim at difficulty of pronunciation. 

126. The use of the indirect past tense also brings the poems closer to the fairy tale, 
which was traditionally told using this tense. 

127. Boratav gives the example of two tekerlemes born out of Ḳayġusuz’s poem 
quoted above. See Boratav, Zaman Zaman İçinde, p. 49-50; p. 94-95. Catherine Pinguet 
also makes reference to this reciprocal relationship between the şaṭḥiyye and the tekerleme; 
See Pinguet, “Remarques,” p. 15-18; Pinguet, La folle sagesse, p. 93. However instead 
of seeing this imagery as a tool in what is openly expressed as an attempt at dissimula-
tion, Pinguet is inclined to interpret it as an outcome of an ecstasy induced by the use of 
hashish. 

128. Tatcı, Yûnus Emre Şerhleri, p. 63; quoted in Pinguet, “Remarques,” p. 17; 
Pinguet, La folle sagesse, p. 93.

129. See Boratav, Zaman Zaman İçinde, p. 40-59. 
130. The word is considered to be a vernacularized form of the word ma῾nā (meaning), 

which in time came to be associated with this type of folk poetry. 
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both of which seem to be in direct relationship to Ḳayġusuz’s şaṭḥiyye 
beginning with the verse “Ḳaplu ḳaplu baġalar ḳanatlanmış uçmaġa 
[Tur tur turtles have put on wings to fly]”, edited and translated in the 
appendix. 

Mani
Gittim arpa biçmeğe
Eğildim su içmeğe
Dediler yarin gelmiş
Kanat açtım uçmağa

I went to harvest barley
I bent down to drink water
They said my beloved has arrived
I opened my wings to fly131 

Bilmece
Masal masal matladı
İki sıçan atladı
Kurbağa kanatlandı
Gelin çıktı çardağa
Mart o…du bardağa
Bardak iki parça oldu
Gelinin yüzü kara oldu (Cevap: yazla kış)

The tale became astonished
Two rats jumped
The turtle put on wings to fly
The bride went out to the bower
The month of March farted in a glass
The glass broke in two
The bride turned red [literal: black] with 

shame (Answer: summer and winter)132

These 20th century examples from two separate folk genres indicate that 
Ḳayġusuz’s poem lived on in the folk imagination in various forms, wherein 
the anonymous creators of these poems and riddles relied on Ḳayġusuz’s 
şaṭḥiyye as a literary source from which they could readily improvise.133 

Another aspect of the şaṭḥiyye’s affinity with the tekerleme, bilmece, 
and mani is in the source of imagery. Both Yūnus Emre and Ḳayġusuz 
Abdāl rely entirely on images from natural and social life for their şaṭḥiyyes 
and frequently use local proverbs and idioms. That is to say, they make 
absolutely no reference to Islamic terminology, although the content 
remains a hundred percent Islamic. This is evident in Ḳayġusuz’s alle-
gories of the base self in the poems mentioned above, where it appears 
in the forms of tasty food, physical comfort, wealth, and sexual freedom 
imagined as relationships with elderly women and pashas. The Islamic 
content can also be seen in the common interpretation of the first line of 

131. Kaya, Anonim Halk Şiiri, p. 30.
132. Ibid., 512. 
133. The genre of the bektāşī fıḳrası (Bektashi anecdote), written examples of which 

date from the early 20th century, can also be considered in relation to Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s 
legacy. The majority of the anecdotes in the only known anthology derive their humor 
from the opposition between the representatives of exoteric religion (the ṣofu, ῾ālim, zāhid) 
and the Bektashi baba. As such they squarely fit within the antinomian legacy established 
by Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s sense of humour. See Yıldırım, Bektaşi Fıkraları. 
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Yūnus Emre’s şaṭḥiyye quoted above, “I climbed the branches of a plum 
tree and ate grapes there.” The seven known classical commentaries of 
the poem all interpret this line as the act of a hypocrite Sufi who tries to 
obtain esoteric science from the tree of exoteric science.134 

When compared with the majority of their poems135 as well as their 
other works, where both authors exemplify an intricate knowledge of Sufi 
terminology, these poems display a deliberate choice on the part of their 
composers to reword their Sufi knowledge within the dominant folk tradi-
tion of their intended public. One famous example is Ḳayġusuz’s allegory 
of the base self (nefs), which is portrayed as a goose that simply will not 
get cooked.136 In Yūnus Emre’s şaṭḥiyye, the line “I climbed the branches 
of a plum tree and ate grapes there” is followed by: “Bostān ıssı ḳaḳıyup 
dir ne yirsin ḳozumı” [The owner of the orchard scolded me: “Why are 
you devouring my walnuts!”]. To interpret the couplet, the commentaries 
rely on the Doctrine of the Four Gates (dört ḳapı),137 a formulation of 
spiritual hierarchy which later became a defining theoretical framework 
in Anatolian Sufism as well as in Alevism. They identify the plum as the 
gate of şerī‘at (religious law), the grape as the gate of ṭarīḳat (the path, 
meaning esoteric observance) and the walnut as the gate of ḥaḳīḳat (truth, 
meaning unity with God).138 It is thus safe to assume that the word ḳoz 
(walnut) already had a frame of reference in the tradition, which the poets 
could tap into by way of metonymy. 

Non-religious genres of folk literature in Anatolian Turkish were only 
put down in writing from the 17th century onwards.139 Therefore, we do 
not have the opportunity to explore the full network of intertextuality 
displayed by these şaṭḥiyye. The similarity between a proverb and a 
phrase which figures in both Yūnus’s poem and that of Ḳayġusuz140 can 

134. See Tatcı, Yûnus Emre Şerhleri, p. 114-292. 
135. We must remember that such poems constitute only a small fraction of Ḳayġusuz 

Abdāl’s poetry, although he has become identified with them in secondary literature. As stated 
above, Yūnus’s original şaṭḥiyye is the only extant example of its kind in his corpus. 

136. See Gölpınarlı, Kaygusuz Abdal, p. 84-87.
137. Yūnus Emre and Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s works contain some of the earliest elaborations 

of this doctrine. For a discussion of the doctrine, see Oktay, “Layers of Mystical Meaning.” 
138. See Tatcı, Yûnus Emre Şerhleri, p. 164-166. 
139. The only exception to this is the Book of Dede Korkut put down in writing in 

the second half of the 15th century. 
140. See the phrase ‘Balıḳ ḳavaġa çıḳmış’ [The fish climbed the poplar tree] in Yūnus 

Emre, Yûnus Emre Dîvânı, Tatcı ed., p. 429 and Gölpınarlı, Kaygusuz Abdal, p. 68. It is 
almost identical with the proverb ‘balık kavağa çıkınca’ [when the fish climbs the poplar 
tree], indicating ‘never’ in a sarcastic tone.
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be read as an indicator of a much wider web of references.141 The very 
fact of the transfer from the Sufi conceptual framework to folkloric 
imagery, with absolutely no explanatory tools embedded within the text, 
suggests that the allegorical connotations of the imagery were immedi-
ately visible to their public. In his article entitled “Orality, Textuality, and 
Interpretation,” John Miles Foley explains the relationship folkloric texts 
have with oral tradition in the following manner: 

Such richness of meaning derives from the simple fact that any performance 
or text – whether oral or oral derived – is not “the whole story.” Its elements 
have life outside the narrow confinement of any given configuration, and that 
life is a matter not only of compositional utility but also of aesthetic content. 
The metonymy of phraseology or narrative pattern collectively constitute a 
kind of anaphora, or epiphora, in which the repeated elements occurs not in 
contiguous line or stanza but in a “contiguous” performance or text in the 
poetic tradition, or, ultimately, in the contiguous yet unspoken tradition.142 

It is by way of the “contiguous yet unspoken tradition” that Yūnus 
and Ḳayġusuz’s şaṭḥiyye are able to communicate with their public and 
escape being interpreted as senseless. However, this unspoken tradition 
does much more than a transfer of symbols. It transposes the experiential 
aspect of the folk genre, in this case the tekerleme, to the realm of an 
Islamic mystical experience. As explained above, the tekerleme normally 
works to dissociate the listener of the maṣal from his common sense of 
reality. In blurring the lines between truth and lie, between what is possible 
and what is not in the style of the tekerleme, the mystical poem creates 
a feeling of confusion in its audience, thus engendering an experience of 
paradox. This in turn, links the Turkish şaṭḥiyye with its classical coun-
terpart, the shaṭḥ, which is as we saw paradoxical in nature and involves 
the shattering of one’s sense of self, which is the only way direct knowl-
edge can appear. 

The obvious question is: who is this experience intended for? Affinities 
in genre allow us to identify the public as those versed in folk tradition, 
in this case in the tekerleme and the maṣal. This affinity is further stressed 
by the use of the syllabic meter by both poets, which ties them to the folk 
tradition as opposed to the classical tradition from which they borrow the 
religious content of their works. A closer look at their corpuses reveals 
that both poets alternate between the syllabic and formal meters (῾arūż) 

141. See Schimmel, “Yunus Emre,” p. 73. 
142. Foley, “Orality,” p. 43. 
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in accordance with their subject matter, terminology and thus intended 
audience.143 While poems in formal meter (῾arūż) typically manifest denser 
Sufi terminology, in the poems composed in the syllabic meter, social 
themes come to the forefront. All of this allows us to come to the fol-
lowing conclusion: In the case of the şaṭḥiyye, the transfer of religious 
knowledge and experience from the realm of Sufi terminology to that of 
folk literature has a certain audience in mind. 

Perhaps in delimiting the audience, we need to look at who it excludes. 
In the last line of his poem, Yūnus states that the excluded are none other 
than the “hypocrites”. In fact, each couplet of the poem is a different 
allegory establishing a stark contrast between the hypocrite representative 
of exoteric religion and the true mystic. In another poem, Yūnus also 
posits this antagonism as one between religious practices: 

Ben bir kitāb oḳudum ḳalem anı yazmadı
Mürekkeb eyler isem yetmiye yidi deñiz

I read a book no pen has ever written 
If I were to put it into ink, seven seas 

would not suffice
Ben oruç namāz içün süci içdüm esridüm 
Tesbīḥ ü seccādeyçün diñledüm çeşte 

ḳopuz

For fasting and daily prayer I drank wine 
and became drunk

For the rosary and prayer rug I listened 
to çeşte and ḳopuz

Yūnus’uñ bu sözinden sen ma‘nī añlarısañ 
Ḳonya menāresini göresin bir çuvalduz

If you understand the meaning of these 
words by Yūnus

You shall see the minaret of Konya as a 
packing needle144

While the first couplet here questions the nature of the knowledge exhib-
ited by “learned” religious scholars, the second couplet represents this 
clash as one between mere exoteric observance and intoxicated love and 
devotion to God, symbolized by Sufi rituals such as samā῾ (audition). The 
third couplet gives us the dynamic behind dissimulation: Yūnus’s words 
can only be understood by those who know that exoteric observance by 
itself is as small in the eyes of God as a packing needle.145 

143. A striking example for this common practice in the Turkish Sufi milieu is the 
work of Seyyid Seyfullāh Niẓāmoġlı (d. 1601). Compare the form and language of his 
ilāhīs with his poem Seyr-i kemāl; see Kocatürk (ed.), Tekke Şiiri Antolojisi, p. 233-240; 
Seyyid Seyfullah, Manzum Eserler, p. 257-263. 

144. Yūnus Emre, Risâlat al-Nushiyya ve Dîvân, p. 70 and fol. 97b-98a. 
145. Also revealing in this respect is Niyāzī Mıṣrī’s interpretation of the ninth couplet 

of Yūnus’s şaṭḥiyye as the self-concealment of the true gnostic when faced with the boas-
tings of the hypocrite ascetic, which cause him to feign ignorance in his speech; see Tatcı, 
Yûnus Emre Şerhleri, p. 173-174.
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Similarly, in Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s social criticisms, the word sālūs (hypo-
crite) comes to the forefront, paired usually as zāhid-i sālūs (the hypocrite 
ascetic), and less often as sūfī-i sālūs (the hypocrite Sufi). Ḳayġusuz is 
particularly disturbed by the so-called “teaching of Islam” which has a 
central role in the hypocrite Sufi’s claim to religious authority:

Diñle sözüm añla zārum ben zāhidem 
nefsüm keffār

Ḫalḳa naṣīḥat eylerem ben duṭaman 
ḳaldum nā-çār

Hear my words; understand my lament; 
I am an ascetic; my base self is an 
excessive infidel.

I offer counsel to the people but I cannot 
hold my own advice; I have no 
remedy.146 

Zāhidem İslām yolında ḫalḳı da῾vet 
eylerem 

Velī benüm naṣīḥatüm hiç baña ḳılmaz 
es̱er

I am an ascetic; I summon people to the 
path of Islam.

Yet my own advice has no effect on 
me.147 

In addition to this strong antagonism, there is a second aspect of 
Ḳayġusuz’s social self-positioning underlined by Ahmet T. Karamustafa: 
The fact that he “chose to blend in with regular people by avoiding spe-
cial dress, urban speak and sharī῾a based recipes for social conduct and 
ritual.”148 Thus the language Kaygusuz employed was a part of this effort 
to blend in, which would only be possible by an adaptation of folk ele-
ments and an inclination towards the formal aspects of folk tradition.

We can say that for both authors, those who are not meant to under-
stand the poem’s content are the “hypocrite” representatives of legalistic 
and exoteric religion. This is because the poem works by creating a para-
dox which confuses the base self (nefs) and collapses its defense system, 
while weakening the person’s grasp on his accepted reality. This allows 
the experiential truth to appear. Yet the exoteric observer’s bond to the nefs 
is too strong, reinforced by a lifetime of self-promotion through religious 
observation. Moreover, the poems are not meant to be understood by 
reason (‘aḳl), even for their intended audience.149 Understanding only 
occurs by way of experience, which breaks down one’s sense of self by 

146. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 145a.
147. Ibid., fol. 145a.
148. Karamustafa, “Kaygusuz Abdal,” p. 337. 
149. For Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, this capacity which is denied to the intellect belongs to the 

faculty of love; see Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dil-güşā, p. 110-111; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Delīl-i 
Budalā, p. 53, 55; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Serāy-nāme, fol. 31b, 39a [Saray-nāme, p. 234-235, 
p. 264-265]; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Kitāb-ı Maġlaṭa, fol. 280a, 282b; Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, 
Mesnevī-i Baba Ḳayġusuz, p. 126-127, p. 141. 
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breaking down his or her sense of reality. The catch here is: this type of 
knowledge can be achieved by an audience which may be completely 
unfamiliar with Islamic terminology. 

In his Anatomy of Criticism, Northrop Frye classifies literary genres 
according to their relationship to allegory: “Within the boundaries of 
literature we find a kind of sliding scale, ranging from the most explicitly 
allegorical, consistent with being literature at all, at one extreme, to the 
most elusive, anti-explicit and anti-allegorical at the other.”150 The exam-
ple of the şaṭḥiyye offers a radically different dynamic, where the most 
allegorical can at the same time be the most anti-explicit. This in turn 
pushes the experience of the poem towards two opposite poles: The first 
is that of the common people who, although not necessarily versed in 
mystical terminology, still find familiar codes of symbolism and experi-
ence allowing them to participate in its meaning. The second is that of 
the official representatives of “learned” Islam, who, despite their greater 
familiarity with Sufi concepts, are excluded from an experience of the 
poem due to their inability to break the face of reality and participate in 
the allegory as opposed to trying to decipher it mentally. As with the doc-
tors of law faced with the classical shaṭḥ, the content of the poem remains 
unbelievable and scandalous to them.

Coming back to our earlier discussion of boundary-making, we can 
claim that the experience of the şaṭḥiyye is one which performs a social 
boundary. This understanding of boundaries via their performative charac-
ter also allows us to refrain from seeing them as rigid categories. Bounda-
ries are constantly negotiated in individual and communal contexts, which 
partake in their maintenance while allowing for perpetual shifts and cross-
overs. As mentioned earlier, in the frontier culture of our authors “one 
could move from place to place, allegiance to allegiance, and identity to 
identity with an ease and acceptability hard to even imagine in more set-
tled societies.” 151

The example of the şaṭḥiyye demonstrates to us that the performative 
character of poetry was an integral aspect of the performance of per-
sonal and communal identity. In fact, going back to our earlier discus-
sion, we can say that for Ḳayġusuz, the refusal of a fixed identity was 
also expressed via the performative opportunities of poetry. A compari-
son of his poetry with his prose shows us that the “multi-perspectival” 

150. Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, p. 89. 
151. Kafadar, Between Two Worlds, p. 140. 
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quality of his work is much more pronounced in his poetry. While doctri-
nal and terminological shifts occur perhaps once every page in his prose, 
they appear as often as every two couplets in his poetry. This allows us 
to speculate that poetry was probably a greater tool in Ḳayġusuz’s eyes, 
in as much as it it allowed for: 1) The possibility of speaking simultane-
ously to a multiplicity of people of various spiritual levels; 2) The perfor-
mance of social categories and personas which he could negate or reinforce 
at his will. We should remember in this context that Ḳayġusuz Abdāl is 
rightly credited as the founder of “Alevi Bektashi literature.” The impor-
tance he devotes to poetry acquires greater meaning in light of the liturgical, 
doctrinal, social, and spiritual roles of poetry in the Alevi-Bektashi religious 
system. 

What unites Ḳayġusuz’s various purposes in using poetry as his 
medium of performance is the experiential effect on which each of these 
rely. As such, poetry serves to stimulate a change in the person of the 
listener, via an intricate balance between what the listener can and cannot 
understand. We can further link this notion with the social persona of the 
dervish, who also has a similar experiential effect. In one of his poems, 
Ḳayġusuz defines his physical look as an act of dissimulation aimed at 
engendering misunderstanding and confusion: 

Ḳayġusuz Abdāl genci bulduñise saḳlaġıl
Ṣūretüñ vīrān eyle gören bid‘at ṣansun152

Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, if you have found the 
treasure, hide it

Ruin your appearance, so that those who 
see will mistake it for an innovation

Once again, this confusion is only directed at the authoritarian religious 
authority. The men of love (‘āşıḳ), the saints (evliyā), and the righteous of 
the folk all agree on his sainthood. In fact, this agreement is made possible 
precisely because a line is drawn between the “learned” and the folk, 
where the authoritarian claims to Ḳayġusuz’s infidelity do not hold in the 
general public. Despite all efforts to the contrary, the common people 
knew that, when Ḳayġusuz said “Bunca yalan sözile gire misin uçmaġa” 
[With so many lies, do you still think you will enter heaven?], he was 
addressing himself to the official representatives of Islam.

The exclusion of Ḳayġusuz Abdāl from all bibliographical dictionaries, 
despite his enormous corpus of writing, indicates that in the case of 

152. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, fol. 213b. The word bid‘at appears as bida῾at in the 
manuscript for metric reasons.
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Ḳayġusuz, the boundary-making worked both ways. This, however, in no 
way meant his exclusion from poetry mecmū῾as and Sufi education rep-
ertoires, as evidenced by a proliferation of both his individual poems and 
copies of his works. Also telling in this respect is the contrast between 
Yūnus Emre’s commonly accepted sainthood and the chief muftī’s fatwā 
indicating that his poem must be considered küfr (infidelity), in an era 
when confessional boundaries were harshly strengthened.153 This, how-
ever, was a fight Islamic authorities could not win, as Yūnus’s mystical 
understanding of Islam permeated all social strata in the Ottoman realm. 
On the other hand, Ḳayġusuz Abdāl’s strand of abdāl piety remained 
mostly limited to Bektashi and Alevi circles, and became a central ele-
ment of their religious views and practices. 

CONCLUSION 

The view of dervish groups as bearers of Islam to the Anatolian “rural” 
environment and Turkmen tribes in particular, set forward by Fuad Köprülü 
and developed further by his successors, had several shortcomings: it set 
a strict dichotomy between urban and rural modes of piety, despite evi-
dence to the contrary; it described dervish piety as an inadequate repre-
sentation of Islam, a syncretism based primarily on pre-Islamic beliefs, 
although the textual production by the same dervish groups showed no 
signs of pre-Islamic belief. Dervish poets wrote in plain Turkish not 
because they lacked the type of education which would allow them to use 
Persian and Arabic words, but because their relationship with their audi-
ence demanded it. This relationship also led them to take part in a repo-
sitioning of their religious knowledge and experience within the context 
of the popular tradition surrounding them. This was made possible by a 
merging of the genres and concepts of classical Sufi literature with those 
of folk tradition. A vernacular language of Islam was thus formed as a 
transfer of a cosmopolitan form of mystical knowledge and experience 
into its closest parallels in the folkloric realm. As such, the localization of 
“the full spectrum of expressive qualities of the superposed cosmopolitan 
code”,154 described by Sheldon Pollock as a defining aspect of vernacu-
larization, was complemented by another aspect: a reformatting of the old 
oral idiom itself.

153. See Düzdağ, Şeyhülislâm Ebussuud Efendi Fetvaları, p. 87. 
154. Pollock, The Language of the Gods, p. 322.
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Furthermore, Köprülü’s paradigm failed to grasp a major dynamic at 
play: the boundaries he perceived between legalistic and mystical under-
standings of Islam in Anatolia were neither territorial nor essential. They 
were continually performed by actors on both sides, open to shifts and 
changes depending on the immediate context. In this sense, the earliest 
examples of the Turkish şaṭḥiyye show that the transfer of Sufi knowledge 
into the realm of folk literature also formed and performed a boundary: 
it allowed the common people to participate in a type of mystical experi-
ence from which Islamic authorities were de facto excluded. This dynamic 
interplay of inclusion and exclusion was at the heart of the emerging 
Turco-Islamic landscape, as well as the poetic foundation of what later 
became Alevi-Bektashi literature.

APPENDIX I155

Çıḳdum erik dalına anda yidüm üzümi
Bostān ıssı ḳaḳıyup dir ne yirsin ḳozumı

I climbed the branches of a plum tree and 
ate grapes there

The owner of the orchard scolded me: 
“Why are you devouring my walnuts!

Kirpiç ḳoydum ḳazġana poyrazıla 
ḳaynatdum

Nedür diyü ṣorana bandum virdüm özüni

I put sun-dried mud in the cauldron, boiled 
it with the north-east wind

When someone asked me what it was,  
I dipped and gave it to him

İplik virdüm çulhaya ṣarup yumaḳ itmemiş
Be-cidd ıṣmarlar gelsün alsun bezini

I gave yarn to the weaver, but he failed to 
wind it into a ball 

He exhorts in a serious tone: “Tell him to 
come get his cloth!”

Bir serçenüñ ḳanadın ḳırḳ ḳañluya 
yükletdüm

Çifti daḫı çekmedi ḳaldı şöyle yazılı

I loaded the wings of a sparrow on forty 
oxcarts

The spans could not pull them; so they 
remained as was their lot

Bir sinek bir ḳartalı ḳaldurup urdı yire
Yalan degül gerçekdür ben de gördüm 

tozını

A fly lifted an eagle and threw it on the 
ground

This is the truth, not a lie; I myself saw 
the rising dust

Balıḳ ḳavaġa çıḳmış zift turşusın yimege
Leylek ḳoduḳ ṭoġurmış baḳ a şunuñ sözini

The fish climbed the poplar tree to eat 
pickles of tar

The stork gave birth to a donkey foal; hear 
what he says! 

155. Yūnus Emre, Yûnus Emre Dîvânı, Tatcı ed., p. 428-430 (The diacritics on the 
poem have been added by me).
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Bir küt ile güreşdüm elsüz ayaġum aldı
Güreşüp baṣamadum göyündürdi özümi

I wrestled with a cripple; with no hands he 
grabbed my legs

I fought but could not beat him; he burned 
me inside

Kāf ṭaġından bir ṭaşı şöyle atdılar baña
Öylelik yire düşdi bozayazdı yüzümi

From the mountain of Kaf they threw a 
rock at me

It fell on such a spot that it almost 
destroyed my face156 

Gözsüze fıṣıldadum ṣaġır sözüm işitmiş
Dilsüz çaġırup söyler dilümdeki sözümi

I whispered to the blind; the deaf heard 
my words

The mute screams and shouts the words 
on my tongue

Bir öküz boġazladum ḳaḳıldum sere ḳodum
Öküz ıssı geldi eydür boġazladuñ ḳazumı

I slaughtered an ox, threw it on the ground
Its owner came and said: “You strangled 

my goose!” 
Uġrılıḳ yapdum ana bühtān eyledi baña
Bir çerçi geldi eydür ḳanı alduñ gözgümi

I stole from him; he falsely accused me
A peddler came and said: “You took my 

mirror; where is it?” 
Ṭosbaġaya uġradum gözsüzsepek yoldaşı
Ṣordum sefer ḳancaru Ḳayserīye ῾azīmi

I ran into the tortoise; the mole was his 
companion

I asked: “Where to?” He was sprinting 
towards Kayseri

Yūnus bir söz söylemiş hiçbir söze 
beñzemez

Münāfıḳlar elinden örter ma῾nī yüzini

Yūnus has spoken words like no other
They hide the face of meaning from the 

hands of hypocrites

APPENDIX II157

Ḳaplu ḳaplu baġalar ḳanatlanmış uçmaġa 
Dirilmiş kertenkele bile ḳonup göçmege

Tur tur turtles158 put on wings to fly
Lizards gathered together to migrate as 

nomads
Bir püre bir muṭ ṭuzı götürmiş şehre gider
Geh segirdür geh yiler ḥamle ider uçmaġa

A flea carries a muṭ159 of salt into town
At times it walks; at times it runs; it 

makes an effort to fly 

156. Although Tatcı prefers the word “yire,” the word “yola” appears in a larger 
number of copies. The translation which would match the meaning given to the line in the 
commentaries would be: “It fell on half a day’s road and almost destroyed my face.”

157. Ḳayġusuz Abdāl, Dīvān, Ankara Milli Kütüphane MS. Mil Yz A 7621/2, fol. 314a-
b. For a version of the poem which is almost entirely different, see Gölpınarlı, Kaygusuz 
Abdal, p. 68-70. In the edition, the poem is incorrectly displayed in quatrain form. The poem 
does not figure in the oldest copy of Ḳayġusuz’s poetry collection, dated slightly earlier 
(907/1501-2) than the Ankara manuscript (dated 920/1514).

158. While the word “ḳaplubaġa” means turtle, the word “ḳaplu” means “covered” 
or “with a shell,” thus creating an additional level of word play not visible in the English 
translation.

159. A unit of mass.
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Allāhı bile gide üç balıcaḳ ḳışlamış 
Ṣusuzluḳdan buñalmış ḳañlı ister göçmege

To know and reach God three little fish 
passed the winter

Sweltered with dehydration they want 
oxcarts to migrate

İki çay ortasında böcek toḫūm ekmiş
Dirilmiş sivri siñek imeci gelmiş biçmege

Bugs planted seeds in between two 
streams160 

Mosquitoes gathered together to work in a 
group and harvest the crops161

Ḳurbaġa gül yüzinde bir çift lecek bir ṭutmış
Toṣbaġa kille almış gelmiş çeçin ölçmege 

The frog hid its beautiful face with a pair 
of veils

The tortoise bought a mosquito net and 
came to measure his heap of grain 

Üyez daḫı oḳ yay almış ṭaġda ṭavşan avlar
Ayuyı beliñletmiş ṭoñuz ṭurur ḳaçmaġa

The horsefly took a bow and arrow and 
went to the mountains to hunt rabbits162

The pig awakened the bear; it makes a 
move to escape

Bir kepelek bir mūşuñ depmiş oyluġın ṣımış 
Sivri siñekden ḳorḳmış kömüş aġzın açmaġa

A butterfly kicked a mouse and broke its 
thigh bone163 

The water buffalo got scared of the mos-
quito and could not open its mouth

Ḳömüş ḥamama girmiş ṭana dellāklik eyler
Deve ḳapuya gelmiş destūr ister göçmege

The water buffalo went to the public bath 
where the calf works as a shampooer

The camel came to the door to ask permis-
sion for his journey

Ḳarınca bir deveyi baṣmış āmūḫte eylemiş 
Bir ḳaç yārenler ister tenhā yirde içmege

The ant defeated the camel and taught him 
a lesson164 

It wants a few friends to go drinking in a 
secluded place

Amasya ırmaġında leklek köpri eylemiş
Yükli yükli ördekler gelmiş andan geçmege

The stork built a bridge on the river of 
Amasya

Ducks came full of loads to pass the bridge
Amasyanuñ çayları ṣusuzluḳdan ḳurumış
Sivasuñ mināresi egilmiş su içmege

The rivulets of Amasya dried up with lack 
of water

The minaret of Sivas bent down to drink 
water

Yarasa bir ḳarıyı almış yaruḳa çıḳmış 
Bir ḳoca ister bulımaz ol ḳarı ḳoçmaġa

The bat took an old woman and went out 
to the light

The woman wants a husband to be intimate 
with but cannot find one165

160. The line has a metrical error.
161. The line has a metrical error.
162. The caesural pause in this line does not fit the rest of the poem.
163. In the manuscript, the word mūş was changed to kömüş as a way of correction. 

However, this correction disrupts the meter.
164. The line has a metrical error.
165. The caesural pause in this line does not fit the rest of the poem.
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Çaḳal tavuġa gelmiş ḳızın oġlına diler
Dilkü ṭavşana binmiş gider ṣaçu ṣaçmaġa

The coyote visited the chicken to ask his 
daughter’s hand in marriage to his son 

The fox mounted the rabbit; together they 
go to distribute wedding gifts

Eşek torbasıyile āḫūrdan çıkmış gider
Geh segirdür aġırur varıban ṣu içmege

The donkey left the stable with its sack 
At times it runs; at times it brays; it goes 

to drink water
Ḳayġusuzuñ sözleri Hindistānuñ ḳozları
Bunca yalan sözile gire misin uçmaġa

These words by Ḳayġusuz, the walnuts of 
India 

With so many lies, do you still think you 
will enter heaven?
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Zeynep Oktay Uslu, The Şaṭḥiyye of Yūnus Emre and Ḳayġusuz Abdāl: The Crea-
tion of a Vernacular Islamic Tradition in Turkish

This paper attempts to shed light on the dynamics at play in the emergence 
of a vernacular Islamic tradition in Turkish and the role of dervish piety in the 
formation of Alevi-Bektashi belief and practice. It focuses on the poetries of two 
major early figures: Yūnus Emre (d. 1320-1[?]) and Ḳayġusuz Abdāl (fl. second 
half of the 14th- first half of the 15th century). Both poets make use of their poetry 
in positing a social boundary between the religious elite and the dervish milieu, 
the latter extending to the common people, thereby creating a common religious 
sphere between the dervish milieu and their intended public. The paper investigates 
how this performance of boundaries and self-positioning vis-à-vis the common 
people play into the creation of a literary genre. Its focus is on the creation of 
the genre of the Turkish şaṭḥiyye, as different from the classical shaṭḥ, by the 
two poets. The genre bridges the gap between classical Sufi concepts and genres 
of folklore (at the time oral). It includes a reformatting of the poets’ religious 
knowledge and experience within the context of the popular tradition surrounding 
them. As such, it is an instance of vernacularization where the localization of the 
dominant literary formation went hand in hand with the reappropriation of the 
local oral idiom. The şaṭḥiyye’s unique attributes illustrate that boundary-making 
and cultural and religious transfer are complementary aspects of the same dynamic, 
which are highlighted depending on context. 

Zeynep Oktay Uslu, Les şaṭḥiyye de Yūnus Emre et Ḳayġusuz Abdāl : la formation 
d’une tradition islamique vernaculaire en turc

Cet article se propose d’éclairer les dynamiques à l’œuvre dans l’émergence 
d’une tradition islamique vernaculaire en turc ainsi que le rôle de la piété derviche 
dans la formation de la croyance et de la pratique alévies-bektachies. Il se concentre 
sur les poésies de deux grandes figures : Yūnus Emre (m. 1320-21) et Ḳayġusuz 
Abdāl (seconde moitié du xive siècle-première moitié du xve siècle). Dans leurs 
poésies, les deux auteurs dessinent une frontière sociale entre l’élite religieuse et 
le milieu derviche, ce dernier s’étendant au peuple ; ils créent ainsi une sphère 
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religieuse commune au milieu derviche et au public visé. L’étude analyse comment 
cette construction des limites sociales et ce positionnement vis-à-vis des gens ordi-
naires jouent dans la création d’un genre littéraire. Elle se concentre sur la création 
par les deux poètes du genre de la şaṭḥiyye en turc, différente du shaṭḥ classique. 
Le genre comble le fossé entre les concepts soufis classiques et les genres du 
folklore (oral à cette époque). Il comprend un reformatage des connaissances et 
expériences religieuses des poètes dans le contexte de la tradition populaire qui les 
entoure. De ce fait, il s’agit d’un cas de vernacularisation où la localisation de la 
formation littéraire dominante allait de pair avec la réappropriation de l’idiome oral 
local. Les caractéristiques spécifiques de la şaṭḥiyye démontrent que la création de 
limites et le transfert culturel et religieux sont des aspects complémentaires de la 
même dynamique, qui sont mis en évidence en fonction du contexte.




